
Contents
110 MILD cards, 110 SPICY cards,
110 EXTRA HOT cards, 6 pencils,  
1 score pad,1 answer pad

Object of the game
Couples are challenged to answer a host of revealing
questions about their love life, their preferences,
and their personal habits. All you must do is
guess exactly how your partner will answer. Guess
correctly to win points. But do you tell the truth or
should you bluff? If you bluff, how sure can you be
that your partner won’t reveal the truth!
With three “levels” of questions – mild, spicy, or
extra hot – players can decide how much they
want to reveal about their personal lives.

Before you start
Decide which card deck you will be playing:
• MILD cards - perfect for players who don’t want
to reveal any of their intimate secrets.
• SPICY cards -  more risqué, but still not too 
intimate or embarrassing.
• EXTRA HOT cards - best suited for players who
don’t mind sharing… everything!

Place the appropriate card deck on the table, and
return the other two decks to the box.

Select a cool team name, and divide into teams
with someone you are dating or are married to.

Choose one player to act as the question reader
and another player to act as the scorekeeper. The 
scorekeeper should write each team name on  
the score sheet. Each player will need a pencil and 
their own answer sheet.

Playing the game
The question reader selects the top card from the
deck and reads the question out loud. Then place
the card in the center of the table so all players
can reread the card. Every player must write down
their answer. There is no need to answer truthfully
- bluffing is allowed.

Now players take turns guessing how their partner
answered, immediately followed by their partner
revealing how they actually did answer. One point
is earned for each correctly guessed answer.

At the end of the round, the scorekeeper gives
each team either 0, 1, or 2 points.

Select the next card and repeat!

Winning the game
At the end of 10 rounds, the team with the most
points win the game!

Cheating
Watch out for cheating! It’s easy for couples to
smile, stare, blink, or play footsies in an effort
to communicate with each other. Players should
always be alert for secret signals! Any couple
caught cheating must remove their pants for the
duration of the game. If a couple gets caught a
second time off go their shirts. Get caught a third
time, and the couple will have to finish the game
in the nude. So, if you do cheat, don’t get caught!

KNOW YOUR  
PARTNER

Warning
This game includes adult references and other content
that may be deemed offensive and inappropriate.
This game is not intended for anyone under the age
of 18. We don’t recommend playing this game with
anyone with whom you don’t feel comfortable sharing
intimate details about your personal life.


